‘WE CONTINUE TO PROTEST’

As far as I can understand it, myself, here’s why I burst into tears at the Occupy Wall Street camp.
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I was moved, first of all, by what everyone notices first: the variety of people involved, the range of ages, races, classes, colors, cultures. In other words, the 99 percent. I saw conversations taking place between people and groups of people whom I’ve never seen talking with such openness and sympathy in all the years (which is to say, my entire life) I’ve spent in New York: grannies talking to goths, a biker with piercings and tattoos talking to a woman in a Hermes scarf. I was struck by how well-organized everything was, and, despite the charge of “vagueness” one keeps reading in the mainstream media, by the clarity — clarity of intention, clarity of method, clarity of understanding of the most basic social and economic realities. I kept thinking about how, since this movement started, I’ve been waking up in the morning without the dread (or at least without the total dread) with which I’ve woken every morning for so long, the vertiginous sense that we’re all falling off a cliff and no one (or almost no one) is saying anything about it. In Zuccotti Park I felt a kind of lightening of a weight, a lessening of the awful isolation and powerlessness of knowing we’re being lied to and robbed on a daily basis and that everyone knows it and keeps quiet and endures it; the terror of thinking that my own grandchildren will suffer for whatever has been paralyzing us until just now. I kept feeling these intense surges of emotion — until I saw a placard with a quote from Walt Whitman’s “Song of Myself”: “I am large, I contain multitudes.” And that was when I just lost it and stood there and wept.

— Francine Prose

Francine Prose is the author of many bestselling works of fiction. Her latest novel, My American Life, was published in April 2011. This piece originally appeared on occupywriters.org.
TRANSFORMATION

How Liberty Park’s Ragged Utopia Is Changing the World

BY NICHOLAS POWERS

Who is ready to defend our park?” the speaker shouted. It was 6 a.m. and thousands of us filled the Occupy Wall Street camp under a pre-dawn sky. The day before, Mayor Bloomberg threatened to evict us, so we came prepared to lock arms in a human chain. We knew cops could scald our eyes with pepper spray. But we were ready to defend a vision and raise our hands and yelled like a loud crack of thunder.

“We are the 99 percent!”

Bloomberg backed down and utopia, an ideal community or society, an imaginary island, a word that in Greek means “no-place,” continued to flourish just up the street from the New York Stock Exchange. Like a dream vanishing in morning, utopia cannot survive reality. And yet at Liberty Park a flayed but working utopia has appeared.

In one square block the left has made a site of transformation that frees people from a commodified life to one of wild defiant joy. No one is paid but we work. Few can buy food but no one goes hungry. We match with signs that shout for change but have created a miniature example of the world we want. In Liberty Park is a glimpse of life beyond capitalism.

Utopian sites like Liberty Park or Tahrir Square or the Paris Commune are gearwheels shooting desire into daylight. They transform our consciousness through solidarity. Occupy Wall Street provides the euphoria of fighting a common enemy — the 1 percent whose ill-gotten wealth and power we have come to reclaim. But at the core is an experience of democratic values. Until we speak of that vision we will target Wall Street and not see the new world rising from its ruins.

CHAOS AT THE CENTER

“I feel like a weight has been lifted from me,” said Danny Valdes a 26-year-old Eng- lish teacher. Around us tired marchers cud- ded in a pile and people lined up for free food. “It wasn’t the ideology that brought me here but the openness. The left was sepa- rated like drops of wax and now this heat melts it together.”

We talk of how ideology divides the left but here empathy overflows ideas. Fighting over abstractions seems silly when sleeping on cold concrete. Out of need, we help each other and find meaning no book or leader can offer us.

In these new values a collective vision takes shape. In the donating of sleeping bags is the value of gifting. In the beautiful art, radical self-expression. In the weary nomads laden with backpacks we see radical inclusiveness, in the feeding and healing of each other, we see interdependence and in the general assemblies, direct democracy.

Weeks ago, I spent my first night at Liberty Park and watched protesters snoring in sleeping bags like large caterpillars. It was 3 a.m. A thin cold rain fell.

I met Tony, a young man from upstate New York. “I’ve looked for work for

months but there’s nothing,” he said. “Not in the classifieds. Not through word of mouth.” Before coming, he left a note with his parents saying he was joining the occupation. “Mom said, ‘You’re doing the right thing.’ And she’s right. I don’t feel helpless anymore,” he said.

A few hours later, buses and taxis blared their horns in the morning rush. The 99’ers rose, shook puddles out of blue tarp. Their faces were strained from the cold and rain, hunger and fear. But whether it was greeting newcomers, sweeping trash into bags or scooping food on plates; I saw a sense of purpose that illuminated each gesture with glory. I felt that elusive utopia where the spirit moves through the dark corridors of history to a light that answers every question.

BURNING MAN

The other utopia I have experienced with the same energy as Occupy Wall Street is Burning Man. Each August, thousands of people gather in the Black Rock Desert of Nevada to haul tons of metal, tools, fabric and generators and build an ephemeral city. Rising from the bright white desert is the Man, a tall figure of wood and steel. For a week we circle him.

At Burning Man nearly everyone is joyful and open. And it heals. After interviewing refugees in Darfur or victims of flooded New Orleans or broken people in Haiti, it is a place where my soul unfolds into a new shape. You can dance or be spanked, fed, liqueared up, massaged or loved and laugh hysterically. You can weep for the dead at the Temple. You can pour nightmares into the desert and walk away whole. Burning Man is a site of transformation with the same values of Occupy Wall Street; in it we experience radical self-expression, gifting, inclusiveness, immediacy, self-reliance, decommodification and civic responsibility. On the last day of the festival, the Man burns in a geyser of flame and crashes, we dance around his ashes to celebrate the sacred euphoria of our self-creation.

CREATING COMMUNITY: (Above, right) Chris O’Donnell, 24, of Bushwick, Brooklyn, takes a break at the Occupy Wall Street encampment. The kitchen has been serving free meals to as many as 1,000 people a day.

BURNING MAN

Man the experience of creating a new world of thunder.

On the last day of the festival, the Man burns in a geyser of flame and crashes, we dance around his ashes to celebrate the sacred euphoria of our self-creation.

BLURRY LINES

Every utopia has extreme behavior that is a symptom of its values. Horizontal groups bring in energy but suffer from “blurry lines.” Into Liberty Park have come homeless street youth, drug addicts and alcoholics.

During one sleepover, I saw a jittery circle at the far end of Liberty Plaza. I jogged over and heard an Occupy Wall Street security man yelling at a blurry-eyed vagabond to take his beer away before the cops came in. The next day a spiky-haired youth offered to sell me marijuana and later that night another Occupy Wall Street security man shouted at a thief who “borrowed and lost” an iPhone.

and there are creepers, men who take advantage of the open atmosphere to grope women. Ai Elo, a young activist said, “I was sexually assaulted at Liberty Park. I had to fight this guy’s hands off me the whole night. At first I thought I was alone but other women said the same thing.”

But when she gathered women together, one said, “Please don’t bring this up and divide the movement. I’ve waited 32 years for this to happen.” Elo shook her head, “What kind of movement is this if women have to sacrifice their safety?”

And of course, radical self-expression brings out the crazies. A tall, bearded man just loves to walk around with anti-Semitic signs. One time a group of us surrounded him and sang “Kum Ba Yah. We love Jews, oh Lord, we love Jews.” And then we hugged a gangly Jewish man with a big afro until he was dizzy with touch.

BEYOND WALL STREET

Thomas More was right to use Greek words “not” and “place” because utopia is “no place.” It is the repressed part of selves that has no place in society and yet, miraculously, it surfaces again and again.

Utopia is real because society is not. Under civilization is the building pressure of discontent and it steams through the cracks of crime and art and radical politics.

Burning Man and Occupy Wall Street are two utopias. The former, isolated in the desert, is reachable only by those with money. It changes lives but not society. The latter is sprouting in the heart of capitalism like a fountain of youth in a dead city, trying to transform the world with justice. Union supporters picket Sotheby’s art auction house on the Upper East Side to protest its attack on workers’ rights while others journey uptown to protest “stop-and-frisk” abuses outside a police station in Harlem. And at Liberty Park we camp on the doorstep of Capitalism.

On the surface, Occupy Wall Street is an oppositional utopia based on a common enemy. But at its core it shares with Burning Man the experience of creating a new world — which means as we march, we must see beyond Wall Street and point to the city flashing in the future and say its name before it vanishes.

AMELIA HOLOWATY KRALES
DEMANDS, WHO NEEDS 'EM?

By Costas Panayotakis

One of the most common criticisms leveled at Occupy Wall Street is that it lacks clear demands. This criticism, a staple of the mainstream media’s coverage of the movement, does more than simplify reality and demonstrate its detractors’ inability to recognize the new conceptions of politics which the movement is striving for. It also functions ideologically to diffuse the threat this movement poses to the powers-that-be by misrepresenting the latent radicalism of the movement as an incoherent and emotional jumble of discontents.

Consistent with its novel approach to politics, OWS does not approach the question of demands in the same way as social movements that see themselves as pressure groups within existing institutional politics. Although this difference is part of the movement’s message, it is simply not true that no demands can be gleaned from the movement’s deliberations.

For example, consider the “Declaration of the Occupation,” which, as reported in the first issue of The Occupied Wall Street Journal, was “approved by consensus on Sept. 29, 2011, at the New York City General Assembly in occupied Liberty Square.” This declaration may not offer the kind of laundry list of demands that might quality OWS as a serious political actor in the eyes of the mainstream media, but it does offer a diagnosis of the serious and multifaceted crisis facing both this country and humanity as a whole.

This diagnosis is much more trenchant than anything to be found in the mainstream media, since it doesn’t mince words when it comes to identifying the root cause of much that ails humanity and the planet. This root cause is nothing but the subordination of humanity and the planet to the insatiable pursuit of corporate profit. It is a socio-economic system designed to promote the profit of the few at the expense of the many and the ecological integrity of the planet alike, which accounts for growing economic inequality, the eruption of the current economic crisis, the suffering this crisis inflicts on ordinary people around the world (via unemployment, foreclosures, cutbacks of social services), the corruption of our (not their) democratic political system and the obstacles this corruption places on the adoption of policies that could halt the deepening social, economic and ecological crises all around us. While this diagnosis may seem purely negative, a positive demand follows from it, namely the abolition of a world in which profits rule over people and the ecological integrity of the planet on which their survival depends.

It also follows, however, that this demand cannot be addressed to the economic and political elites whose survival and continued misrule it threatens. This is why the declaration ends not by pleading with the 1 percent to look kindly on the needs and suffering of the 99 percent but by inviting those from the 99 percent who happen to be the first to engage in this struggle to do so. In other words, the new politics that OWS represents does not seek to make our rulers more responsive to our needs, but rather to subvert this divide to address the social and economic questions which rule over people and the ecological integrity of the planet on which their survival depends.
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Policing the 99%

BY ELIZABETH HENDERSON & MANNY JALONISCHI

In New York City, participants in the burgeoning Occupy Wall Street movement have been confronted with a wide array of police reactions — from mass arrests currently numbering over 800 to Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s reluctant tolerance of the occupation. As The Independent goes to press, there are more than 400 occupations across the United States — from big urban centers to smaller cities and towns. Below is a sampling of police responses to these encampments.

PORTLAND, ORE. – Since the occupation began Oct. 6, protesters have set up two camps near City Hall, with only one major standoff so far, when eight demonstrators were arrested Oct. 13 for blocking traffic. While the City Council has yet to take an official position on the occupations, City Commissioner Amanda Fritz told protesters Oct. 18 that “the City Council and I believe… that the U.S. Constitution’s rights of assembly and free speech trump the anti-camping ordinance.” Mayor Sam Adams, who is in charge of the Portland Police Bureau, has allowed the camp to remain despite city policies against camping on public property.

OAKLAND, CALIF. – On Oct. 25 police raided Frank Ogawa Plaza, leading to 85 arrests. Several hundred officers in riot gear swept through the park just before 5 a.m. Police dispersed the crowd with projectile tear gas canisters, including one that crashed into the skull of 24-year-old Iraq War veteran Scott Olsen, who was hospitalized with critical injuries that night and placed into a medically-induced coma. City officials cited health and sanitation concerns. Within 12 hours of the raid, 500 occupants and supporters surrounded the park, challenging what they deemed the illegal eviction of a free speech protest. “In the end, I think we allowed people to exercise their rights to free speech and free assembly,” interim Police Chief Howard Jordan told reporters at a recent press conference.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. – With approximately 700 people camping out each night outside of City Hall, Occupy Los Angeles set up an additional encampment in nearby Fletcher Bowron Square on Oct. 19. Los Angeles Police Commander Blake Chow told the Los Angeles Times that protesters have been “cooperative” and “respectful.” So far there have been no arrests directly related to the occupations. The Los Angeles City Council even passed a resolution in support of the occupation on Oct. 12, which included a call for a “responsible banking” ordinance.

PHOENIX, ARIZ. – Forty-six protesters were arrested by Phoenix riot police after the first day of the occupation on Oct. 15. The incident occurred when demonstrators marched from Cesar Chavez Plaza to Margaret T. Hance Park and refused to leave after the park closed. As of Oct. 19, the city announced protesters would be permitted to spend the night at the plaza, and approximately 50 to 100 protesters gather daily at the encampment, with a contingent of around 20 staying overnight.

DENVER, COLO. – Police clashed multiple times with protesters, and things came to a head the weekend of Oct. 14 when Denver police arrested a total of 30 people and dismantled the three-week-old encampment located at Lincoln Park. On Oct. 15 police used force and pepper spray in response to one protester’s attempt to re-establish the kitchen (known as the “Thunderdome”). The protesters have since relocated to Civic Center Park, with a core group of 80 protesters sleeping outside each night.

WAVERLY, IOWA – On Oct. 22, 60 protesters were arrested by Phoenix riot police after the first day of the occupation on Oct. 15. The incident occurred when demonstrators marched from Cesar Chavez Plaza to Margaret T. Hance Park and refused to leave after the park closed. As of Oct. 19, the city announced protesters would be permitted to spend the night at the plaza, and approximately 50 to 100 protesters gather daily at the encampment, with a contingent of around 20 staying overnight.

CHICAGO – Protesters attempting to relocate their encampment near the Federal Reserve to Grant Park faced arrests on the evening of Oct. 23 for remaining in the park past 11 p.m., in violation of a city ordinance. The Chicago Police Department arrested 130 people. “Everybody was very peaceful and smiling and there was no violence, though a lot of chanting,” Occupy Chicago spokesperson Joshua Kaunert told National Public Radio.

ATLANTA, GA – On Oct. 10, police told protesters to leave the park or face arrest. Many of the occupiers decided to stay, locking arms around the perimeter of Woodruff Park, a six-acre downtown greenspace that occupiers renamed “Troy Davis Park.” Later in the day, dozens of police in riot gear surrounded the park. Police and protesters were in a tense standoff for several hours until the police retreated, allowing the encampment to continue. On Oct. 25, Atlanta Police Department officers returned, arresting 53 protesters for violating city curfew laws.

ALBANY, N.Y. – On Oct. 21 Gov. Andrew Cuomo pressured city officials including Mayor Gerald Jennings into using law enforcement to disperse the crowd of more than 700 people that rallied around the 30 tents that formed the center of this upstate occupation. That night dozens of local police officers prepared to move in to arrest those who were camped past curfew on city property. With the approach of curfew, the occupation moved across an invisible line from state-owned land to city-owned land in the park. With protesters now outside of the state’s jurisdiction local police canceled the raid of the park, defying both Governor Cuomo and Mayor Jennings.

WASHINGTON, D.C. – The nation’s capital boasts two occupations, one at McPherson Square, which began Oct. 1, and another that started at Freedom Plaza Oct. 6. As of late October, the National Park Service Police, which administers the two parks, was allowing the two encampments to continue, although they both violate regulations against camping and cooking. There have been no arrests at the occupations themselves, although a few dozen people have been arrested during protests at the Hart Senate Building, the Supreme Court, a House Armed Services Committee hearing and other sites of direct civil resistance actions.

BOSTON – This occupation, which began Sept. 27, faced mass arrests early on the morning of Oct. 11 after police issued an ultimatum demanding protesters vacate the newly renovated Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway and retreat to their original encampment in Dewey Square. More than 200 Boston and Transit Police officers arrested approximately 100 occupants, including a group of veterans.
A Left-Wing Tea Party?

BY ARUN GUPTA

One month into the Occupy Wall Street protest, many are asking if this new movement is just a “left-wing Tea Party.”

Definitely not. This is not a party, like the Tea Party, that seeks to directly affect policy and the electoral process. Because it is explicitly leaderless, it is difficult to imagine a Michelle Bachmann or Eric Cantor emerging as a standard-bearer of the OWS movement. Given their reliance on Wall Street money, as well as radical demands from many protesters, the Democrats will find it almost impossible to channel “the 99 percent” into an electoral tidal wave next year as the way the Republicans rode the Tea Party to victory in 2010.

But that does not mean comparisons to the Tea Party should be dismissed. There are striking parallels between the two movements when viewed through political, social and historical lenses.

Some similarities are obvious. The Tea Party and OWS alike oppose the bailouts of the banks orchestrated by both parties in Washington. The two movements are thick with people who feel they have little say in the political process. And supporters on each side think the middle-class “American Dream” is nearly extinct.

When the two movements are viewed as a social force, the resemblance deepens. I have interviewed Tea Party members and protesters at Liberty Park who discuss their involvement in comparable terms. They speak of a personal “awakening,” of finding inspiration in a gathering of kindred spirits, and of not having been political before.

In fact, both the Tea Party and OWS are bringing new people into politics. As such, they can be considered populist movements and share another commonality – each creates a new notion of “the people.”

The Tea Party’s rallying cries include “we the people” and “take America back.” Its vision of the people is one of the few, loyal, industrious and frugal Americans who through moral example and political force would return this country to the greatness pioneered by the Founding Fathers. The Occupy movement is inchoate, but already the “99 percent” is in the version of the people: those whose dreams and aspirations have been squashed by the greedy and power hungry, but who can revive fairness and justice as national ideals.

For both movements, the legitimate people is complemented by the illegitimate other. For the Tea Party, this takes the form of liberals, unionists, immigrants, Muslims, welfare recipients and Obama. It is anyone portrayed as unscrupulously profiting, in power or money, off the American system. For the Occupy movement, it is the 1 percent, the catch-all for bankers, corporate executives, the super-rich and their political allies who have an iron grip on the economy and politics.

Another similarity is that the success of the Tea Party and OWS is owed to their vagueness, at least initially. Each has united disparate coalitions under its banner. For example, the Tea Party’s historic references appeal to people who feel that social and political changes in the last few decades have made their country unrecognizable. It unites those who oppose unions and immigration, favor small government (apart from the sprawling military-security apparatus) and want a return to the gold standard, cuts in social spending, unlimited gun rights and less regulation of business and markets. The common theme is that parasitical and selfish groups have sapped America’s power.

Likewise, the Occupy movement has been criticized for a lack of demands, but when you speak to individuals there is no lack of ideas: better-paying jobs, government-funded jobs, single-payer healthcare, student-debt forgiveness, a moratorium on home foreclosures, cutting military spending, saving Social Security and Medicare, ending the attacks on unions. One secret of its success, analogous to the Tea Party’s obsession with the undeserving, is that it allows many groups and individuals to see their demands as equivalent to everyone else’s because the opponent is the same: Wall Street.

Most Tea Party and Occupy partisans feel something has gone fundamentally wrong in America, and they are united in envisioning a different type of society. It’s a mistake to reduce either movement to politics or policy; each is motivated by values and idealized ways of relating to one another. But this is where the differences become stark.

The Tea Party embraces heroic, rugged individualism where freedom and liberty are best secured through the free market. In reality, the Tea Party ideology is really about a suburban-based nostalgia for white supremacy. Its disdain for government subsidies does not extend to the interest deduction for homeowners and other supports for a suburban lifestyle.

On the other hand, OWS believes in a collective economy and decision-making, as seen in the General Assembly decision-making and free exchange of goods in Liberty Park. Activists think increasing access to public goods, starting with the public squares themselves, is the way to achieve social harmony.

These radically divergent worldviews are matched by distinct demographics. The average member of the Tea Party is in his or her 50s, whereas the typical Wall Street occupier looks to be a recent college graduate. This probably explains why the two also have different relations to history. The Tea Party romanticizes the American Revolution, while OWS is inspired by uprisings and occupations from the Arab Spring to Europe in which youth say they are trying to reclaim the future.

It would be tempting to define the divide as one between those who support an unfettered free market because government has too much power and those who want a robust social welfare state or even socialism, because corporations have too much power. That is just part of it. The fact that genuinely popular movements could blossom so quickly at both political poles indicates how hollow the center has become.

The OWS and the Tea Party movements may have diametrically opposed visions of society and power relations, but they both appeal to growing ranks of people who believe the system no longer works for them. Whatever their differences, they both present challenges that will not disappear because of some policy reforms or reshuffling of the cast in Washington.
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Out of the Union Halls and into the Streets:
LABOR FINDS A YOUNG SOULMATE

By Ari Paul

In unions all across the United States — with a few exceptions — radical members and staffers have been waiting for Godot, dreaming of a moment when their leadership takes the membership away from the next contract or organizing battle and to a broader agenda of economic justice. They wondered, for instance, when their presidents would start mobilizing to push Congress for universal health care rather than bargaining with employers for an attractive insurance package for their members, a strategy that might boost a union re-election campaign but won’t alter the lack of access to healthcare and the underlying structure of inequality.

The radicals from the Sixties, former college anti-sweatshop activists and self-educated rank-and-file are a minority in a small club, as just less than 12 percent of the nation’s workforce is unionized. And as the U.S. labor movement’s influence has been waning since the 1970s, these radicals have gone to work each day, putting aside their hopes of mobilizing the working class in an anti-capitalist revolution, and focused on electing Democrats, easing laws concerning union elections and defending pensions.

But something has happened. With the Occupy Wall Street protests well into their second month and growing in numbers, unions, including the union’s main labor federation, the AFL-CIO, have come out strongly in support. “It’s important to recognize that there’s a long stretch of the history of the mainstream labor movement where it would be hard to imagine them coming out in favor of an anti-capitalist direct action,” said Janice Fine, a professor at the School of Management and Labor Relations at Rutgers University at New Brunswick.

BROAD ALLIANCES

In a sense, the broadening of labor’s agenda has been going on for years as unions have fought to stay relevant in a post-industrial economy. The nation’s largest union, the Service Employees International Union (SEIU) has formed alliances with community groups to win organizing campaigns and attack the Republican economic agenda. Unions today often campaign by urging the public to support them during workplace conflicts because labor cutbacks would hurt the consumers, not because siding with labor over corporate greed is the moral thing to do.

The Occupy Wall Street movement represents something on a whole new level. Transport Workers Union (TWU) Local 100, 16,000 bus drivers in a radical history, has been at the forefront of labor support, going so far as to seek an injunction to stop the NYPD from forcing its members to transport arrested OWS protesters. Labor support is growing on the institutional level. 1199SEIU sent members to provide medical assistance. Several unions including the United Federation of Teachers and District Council 37 have lent nearby office space to OWS working groups. And email blasts from the AFL-CIO and unions urged members to join with the protesters in Liberty Park Oct. 14 to defend the OWS encampment from a possible eviction.

Jackie DiSalvo, a retired member of the Professional Staff Congress (CUNY professors union) and active member of the OWS labor outreach committee, noted that OWS participants have been constantly meeting with new union representatives to assist with other labor conflicts around the city, including organizing against Walmart. OWS protesters marched Oct. 21 with the Communications Workers of America, which is in a tough bargaining after a brief strike in August. “We’ve grown a lot,” DiSalvo said. “Even the more conservative unions are supporting Occupy Wall Street.”

The most high profile alliance has been the sustained OWS presence at Sotheby’s, protesting the auction house’s continued lockout of 43 Teamster art handlers despite posting the biggest profits in the company’s history. “This is a sophisticated group,” said Jason Ide, Teamster Local 814 president. “Nobody needed to tell them that this was the kind of fight they’re having. This is where the 1 percent shops. The people who own this place are part of the Wall Street economy.”

Occupy Wall Street protesters have an itch; they want this taken to the next level.

“We should have 100,000 people out,” TWU Local 100 organizer J.P. Patafio wondered, for instance, when their president. “Nobody needed to tell them that this was the kind of fight they’re having. This is where the 1 percent shops. The people who own this place are part of the Wall Street economy.”

Occupy Wall Street protesters have an itch; they want this taken to the next level.

“We should have 100,000 people out,” TWU Local 100 organizer J.P. Patafio said while joining the columns of protesters Oct. 14 to resist the eviction in Liberty Park. He noted that nearly 25 percent of New York City workers are unionized, “so we got work to do.”

There are opportunities. SEIU Local 13BJ represents 25,000 commercial building cleaners in the city, many of whom serve the FIRE sector (Finance, Insurance and Real Estate), and their contract expires at the end of December. While bargaining hasn’t started, the union is bracing itself for draconian giveback demands. “We are working, visiting buildings, talking to our members, and workers are preparing for a possible strike,” said SEIU Local 32BJ organizer Saul Nieves in Liberty Park.

No one should expect the union to prolong a strike just for the sake of OWS, but this strike occurred, it would paint a perfect picture, and create a new local campaign, for the movement: Wall Street greed against “the help.” And next year, TWU Local 100 will probably have a bitter contract fight with the Metropolitan Transportation Authority, which is expected to demand both worker concessions and service cuts to fill its yawning budget gap.

EMBRACING THE LEFT

This is where the natural link between this union and OWS becomes evident. TWU Local 100 President John Samuelsen didn’t run things as a radical. In fact, he ran on a platform of fighting for a decent contract for transit workers. But what the left-wing faction of that union has said, and what Samuelsen has become more vocal about, is that finance and real estate interests have ruined the MTA (which operates as much as an arm of the state government), not worker pay or the costs of providing service. This has allowed the union to build new alliances with rider advocates and environmental groups, while using the contract battle to show how Wall Street bankrupts essential services will provide an opportunity for OWS to expand.

“As Fine points out, beginning these conversations is the hard part. Unions have rigid leadership structures and bylaws and must comply with strict federal and local regulations, and the bigger ones work with high-priced lobbyists and media consultants. It is hard to fuse that with something as leaderless and nebulous as OWS, but there’s been marked progress, she said. And there is also a faction in any union that believes the business of the union is settling and administering contracts, and that any other endeavor is a just a waste of dues money.

In that regard, a better way to think about the role of unions in the Occupy Wall Street movement is to ask what OWS can offer the labor movement. Occupy Wall Street could inspire what remains of organized labor in this country to move away from just pushing specific employers for modest wage gains and start organizing working-class people in order to shape not just industry standards, but a new economic order, as its frustrated radical factions have dreamt about.

“The labor movement has conditioned itself to only think of itself in legal terms. ‘What does the NLRB [National Labor Relations Board] say about this or that?’” Fine said. “It has to get beyond that.”

To borrow a phrase from free market fans, OWS is about “creative destruction.” Old models for resisting corporate power have failed, and OWS is forming a new one. Maybe it is time for labor to shed its old skin and remake itself. Some of that is happening at Liberty Park when union members join the new emerging movement., said OWS activist Harrison Magee. “They sort of drop that identity,” he said. “They become Occupy Wall Street and they become something new.”

Ari Paul has reported for The Nation, The American Prospect, Al Jazeera English and Free Speech Radio News.
Warming Up to Winter

By Manny Jalonschi

As the Occupy Wall Street live-in protest enters November, temperatures are dipping closer to the freezing point — presenting a more immediate threat than co-optation or mass arrest.

Protesters have already erected tents throughout Liberty Park, and it remains to be seen how Mayor Michael Bloomberg will respond. As of late September, Brookfield Properties released new rules that prohibit camping, tents or even tarps have been erected in Liberty Park, and it remains to be seen how Mayor Michael Bloomberg will respond. As of late September, Brookfield Properties released new rules that prohibit camping, tents or even tarps have been erected in Liberty Park.

At an Oct. 17 news conference, Bloomberg told reporters, “The Constitution doesn’t protect tents, it protects speech and assembly.” Plans to apply for a tent or camping permit had yet to be considered by the New York General Assembly as of press time. By way of comparison, Occupy Los Angeles has enjoyed both better weather and more leeway from local officials. Besides temperatures that often stay in the 60s at night, they also have permission from a mostly supportive City Council to pitch their tents.

On the other hand, Occupy Denver serves as a lesson on the importance of preparing for winter. At the end of October, nighttime temperatures fell from the mid-60s to below 32 degrees in less than 48 hours, causing numbers at the camp to drop from 80 to 20.

KNITTED WARMTH: Marsha Spencer, 55, joined the Wall Street occupation on the fourth day. Since then she has been knitting hats and scarves for the Comfort Team, a working group that makes sure occupants are comfortable by providing clothing, bedding and other items.

—Zachary Smith

OWS AND THE OUTER BOROUGHS

Brooklyn

Approximately 70 people attended Occupy Brooklyn’s initial meeting Oct. 13 at The Commons. As the meeting started, one facilitator announced, “I’m a facilitator but I’m not a leader. Everyone here are the leaders of the group,” reflecting the distinctive non-hierarchical nature that has characterized OWS. Participants discussed creating working groups and organizing a rally at Grand Army Plaza, which took place Oct. 15, and attracted around 100 people. No further plans were made for an ongoing occupation.

Occupy Brooklyn organizers have made a point of holding meetings in various neighborhoods, including the first (Oct. 13) in Crown Heights. The third meeting (Oct. 27) was held in Clinton Hill. The Brooklyn neighborhood of Sunset Park kicked off its own Occupy meeting Oct. 22 at Trinity Lutheran Church. About 15 people attended, which drew around eight police officers, much to the chagrin of the church’s Rev. Samuel Cruz. In a letter to the 72nd Precinct, Cruz complained of the antagonistic environment created by the NYPD’s presence.

Queens

An OWS solidarity rally was held in Woodside, Queens, on Oct. 23 when several protesters marched along Roosevelt Avenue in support of immigration reform while calling attention to victims of wage theft and deportation.

Staten Island

Although no overnight encampment is currently underway, a handful of activists converged on Gateway Park Oct. 22. No further plans are currently in the works.
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WALL STREET’S WFB OF DECEIT

By Nicholas Power

Predatory home lending and the subsequent foreclosure crisis led to millions of families losing their homes.

Manipulation of Food Prices
Following the dot-com bust of 2000, Wall Street speculators, led by Goldman Sachs, moved into the then-recently deregulated commodity futures market. The ensuing food price spikes caused food prices to rapidly increase around the world, along with the profits of speculators.

Fluctuating Gas Prices Put Public Over a Barrel
If Wall Street speculators were not enough, there was yet another brewing deceptive market to depict: the market for oil.

Manipulation of Commodities markets leads to soaring gas prices

The Real Bailout
The $700 billion bank bailout of 2008 still angers the public. Less understood is the fact that the government actually created the housing bubble.

Tearing Up Appalachia
In 2010, Wall Street executives awarded themselves $20 billion in bonus-like money, and then turned around to loan the money back to the public, presumably to avoid the federal income tax. The Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Federal Reserve, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal Housing Finance Agency, and the Federal Housing Administration all failed to investigate and make the information public.

Exorbitant credit card fees

Credit Card Interest Rates of Nearly 30%
Interest rates on private-label credit cards are often nearly 40 percent, but even the more defensible 20 percent is not justified.

Crushing Student Loan Debts
Student loan interest rates have topped 8 percent, even for students with clear credit histories.

Food prices soar around the world, causing hunger to spread to hundreds of millions of additional people.

By Arun Gupta

Additional reporting by Michelle Fauccett

The sure-fire method to find occupations in small cities is to head for the center of town. After leaving Philadelphia on our Occupy America tour, we drove an hour north to Allentown. Pennsylvania’s third-largest city at 118,000 residents, Allentown has been weathered by years of deindustrialization in the steel, cement and textile industries that once made it an economic powerhouse.

In the outlying neighborhoods, tidy but weary row houses line MacArthur Boulevard, one of Allentown’s main drags. Close to Center Square, site of the requisite Civil War monument, the neighborhoods are heavily Latino, and buildings exhibit signs of disrepair.

Occupy Allentown has taken up residence in Center Square, inhabiting one of the red-brick plazas on each corner. There are a handful of tents, a well-supplied kitchen pavilion and an information desk. A large blue and green banner, into which 12 people crammed the first night of the occupation, has laundry hanging on a clothesline in back and a cardboard sign on the front that reads “Zuccotti Arms,” a reference to the original action.

We’ve come in search of Adam Santo, said to be the local leader of a leaderless movement. But that was not his intention. A handsome youth a few years out of college, Santo says he knew about the planning for Occupy Wall Street prior to Sept. 17.

“I wanted to go to New York, but I’ve been unemployed and finances were tight, so I thought wouldn’t be it cool to have an occupation in the Lehigh Valley” where Allentown is nestled. Eight months earlier he and three co-workers were laid off from their jobs at a local bank because of a “lack of work,” he says.

Santo says when Occupy Wall Street “really took off I thought, I’m going to make this take off in the Lehigh Valley, gather support, get people into the streets.” Santo set up a Facebook page on Sept. 30, the day before the 700 arrests on the Brooklyn Bridge and “harassed my friends to join.” Next, he designed, photocopied and handed out thousands of flyers to spread the word.

I mention Asmaa Mahfouz, the woman who helped ignite Egypt’s uprising with powerful video blogs and by handing out thousands of flyers in the Cairene slums. He wasn’t familiar with her story but he does take Egypt’s revolution as inspiration.

Occupy Allentown is very much defined by the local. According to Davina DeLor, a 39-year-old freelance artist who is painting slogans on her tent when we encounter her, residents initially assumed the occupation was in protest of a planned hockey arena, which she says “they are using our tax money for.”

It’s one of those familiar enterprises of our time: socialism for the well-to-do. Allentown is using eminent domain to buy up businesses next to the encampment — including a Wells Fargo branch — that will be demolished to build an 8,500-seat arena for the Phantoms, a minor-league hockey team. The city has authorized borrowing up to $175 million to pay for the multi-use facility, while the Phantoms’ team owners are willing to throw in perhaps 10 percent of the cost.

While anger is widespread over what is seen as shady business dealings for a tax-subsidized stadium that will displace dozens of local businesses, many residents are more consumed with just trying to survive the grinding economic crisis. Allentown’s official poverty level in 2009 was 24 percent, twice the state average.

In a departure from big-city occupations like New York City, beat cops are openly supportive, says Santo. “They drive by, they wave, they honk. They give us handshakes and hugs … because they realize they are part of the 99 percent.” Local clergy are encouraging their congregations to donate goods and “supply” us with warm bodies, encouraging their congregations to donate goods and “supply” us with warm bodies, which we definitely need,” says Santo.

At the same time, local conditions have limited the growth of the occupation. DeLor says many supporters have to juggle multiple part-time jobs, which limits the time they can spend protesting. During the week the number of campers and occupiers dwindles. This also may be why the day we were there, Oct. 18, the occupiers were mostly unemployed or retired.

Although the Latino community makes up 41 percent of Allentown residents, few appear to be involved in the occupation. Santo speculates that newer Latino communities aren’t as active possibly due to fears about immigration status and cultural divides, while younger Latinos are not involved simply because “it’s just not the cool thing to do.”

OCCUPATION WITH AN EXPIRATION DATE

Youngstown, Ohio, is an eloquent city a few hundred miles to the west of Allentown. What was once the manufacturing district is a mausoleum of industry. A brick smokestack stands sentinel over acres of cavernous shells that once poured out streams of goods. Crumbling brick buildings sprout trees two stories up, while inside, pancakes of concrete dip toward the ground, suspended precariously on a beam of rusted rebar.

Demolition is one of the few signs of economic life. Starting in 2006, the city tripled its budget for razing abandoned buildings. In an open-air yard in the industrial quarter, heavy machines whine and billow exhaust as they pound concrete slabs, surrounded by small mountains of rubble sorted according to size.

With more than 43 percent of the land vacant, Youngstown is slowly being erased. In some neighborhoods, boarded-up houses and empty lots island the remaining inhabited homes, which shrink behind spreading foliage lest they be next.

Since 1950, the population has declined from a high of 218,000 to less than 67,000 today. The poverty rate is a stratospheric 32 percent, and the median value of owner-occupied homes is a paltry $52,900. Manufacturing dropped from 30 percent of the workforce in 1950 to 16 percent in 2007. This includes a staggering loss of 31 percent of manufacturing jobs in the region from 2000 to 2007 — before the economy fell off the cliff.

At the downtown crossroads, Occupied Youngstown has taken up a position in the shadow of three different banks, including a Chase branch. The occupation is a latecomer, having started on Oct. 15 with a rally more than 400 strong at its peak, according to Chuck Kettering, Jr., an aspiring actor who has been laid off for a year from his previous position as a HVAC technician.

“We were once a huge steel city for America,” says the cherubic, 27-year-old Kettering. “In the 1970s they started closing up all our steel mills, taking all the jobs and shipping them down south and overseas where labor is cheaper. Youngstown’s been a city that has been going through this economic struggle for almost 40 years now, and I think we have a valid voice of addressing these issues on a national scale.”

His family is living proof of the toll of deindustrialization. In a phone interview, Chuck Kettering, Sr., calls himself “the poster boy for the rust belt.” A Youngstown native, he went to work in 1973 at age 19 and worked at two local U.S. Steel plants that shuttered: one in 1979, the other in 1982. Next, he landed a position with Packard Electronics in 1985 making electrical components for GM cars. After GM spun off Delphi in 1999, Packard was subsumed by the auto-parts maker. The company started moving jobs overseas.

“Local operations were pressured by wages and most operations moved south of the border” because of NAFTA. Following Delphi’s bankruptcy in 2008, Kettering and some co-workers were given a one-time chance to work for GM itself and keep their wages, benefits and pensions.

“It was a no-brainer,” he says, but their seniority did not transfer to plant assignments. Despite nearly 25 years at Packard and Delphi, Kettering says, “I found myself at the age of 54 starting at the bottom, working alongside 21-year-olds trying to keep up on the line. Many of us who transferred were not spring chickens, and it was hard to keep up.”

Now Kettering is on disability. His wife, hired by Packard in 1979, worked her way into management and was forced to retire after 30 years with a monthly pension that was slashed in half to $1,600 and with expectations of further cuts.

“I’m really proud of our local guys,” he says. “The police and the firefighters really support the Occupy movement. Our mayor supports it. We have a united front here in Ohio.”

Unlike the seven other occupations I have visited, Occupy Youngstown embraces electoral issues. Kettering and other occupiers wave signs and wear buttons opposing Issue 2, which would strip some 350,000 public-sector workers of collective bargaining rights.

Continued on page 14
Charting Occupations
PRIVATE TO PUBLIC, ECONOMIC TO POLITICAL

By Arun Gupta

The first recorded political occupation, a sit-down strike, occurred nearly 3,200 years ago in Ancient Egypt during the rule of Ramses III when tomb workers occupied six temples protesting the lack of food and supplies. The modern era has seen many types of occupations, such as the Paris Commune in 1871, Mohandas Ghandi’s sit-in strikes in South Africa a century ago and the Freedom Bus Rides in the early 1960s in the Deep South. The following graphic charts various occupations along continuums of political and economic motivations and to what degree the occupied space was public, private or a mix.

ARGENTINA RECOVERED FACTORIES
After Argentina’s economy collapses in late 2001, workers at some 200 factories and businesses successfully take over their shuttered workplaces and restart them as self-managed cooperatives.

WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL
In February 2011, an 18-day occupation of the Wisconsin state Capitol galvanizes a huge movement opposing Republican plans to strip public employees of collective bargaining rights.

SEATTLE
Activists, students and union members peacefully block delegates from meeting at the World Trade Organization Ministerial Conference on Nov. 30, 1999.

LIBERTY PARK
Initiated by a call from the culture-jamming magazine Adbusters, about 100 people begin a 24-hour occupation of this public-private park on Sept. 17.

TAHRIR SQUARE
Inspired by Tunisia’s democratic uprising, Egypt’s ongoing revolt begins on Jan. 25, 2011, as a protest against police brutality, but transforms into an 18-day occupation of Cairo’s Tahrir Square.

ATTICA
On Sept. 8, 1971, more than 1,300 prisoners take control of the Attica Correctional Facility demanding an end to rampant brutality, better living conditions and training opportunities.

TAKE BACK THE LAND
Take Back the Land uses housing occupations to help families stay in their homes foreclosed by banks engaged in shady financial practices.

NEW SCHOOL OCCUPATION
In December 2009, dozens of students occupy a New School building for three days demanding the resignation of President Bob Kerry and democratic space and input for students, while opposing the Manhattan university’s profit-making focus.

LUNCH COUNTER SIT-INS
On Feb. 1, 1960, in Greensboro, N.C., Black college students peacefully sit in at lunch counters, demanding to be served. More than 70,000 participate in the year-long wave of sit-ins, sparking the 1960s Civil Rights movement.

SIT-DOWN STRIKES
On Dec. 30, 1936, at 10 p.m., auto workers begin a sit-down strike at a GM plant in Flint, Mich. It lasts 44 days, spreads to 17 plants and ends with a pay raise and GM recognizing the United Auto Workers.

OXACCA
Beginning as a teachers’ strike and outdoor encampment in May 2008, this movement took over the entire city government of Oaxaca before being repressed by 11,000 soldiers and police in November.

OAXACA
Beginning as a teachers’ strike and outdoor encampment in May 2001, this movement took over the entire city government of Oaxaca before being repressed by 11,000 soldiers and police in November.

LUNCH COUNTER SIT-INS
On Feb. 1, 1960, in Greensboro, N.C., Black college students peacefully sit in at lunch counters, demanding to be served. More than 70,000 participate in the year-long wave of sit-ins, sparking the 1960s Civil Rights movement.

NEW SCHOOL OCCUPATION
In December 2009, dozens of students occupy a New School building for three days demanding the resignation of President Bob Kerry and democratic space and input for students, while opposing the Manhattan university’s profit-making focus.
they complied, but Occupy Youngstown still maintains a 24-hour presence and has pledged to do so until Nov. 8, Election Day.

TOLEDO BLUES

In Toledo, Ohio, on the other hand, the occupation is struggling with living outdoors in a harsh climate because the city is making life difficult for them. Christopher Merchis, an energetic 19-year-old student who will be attending the Musicians Institute in Los Angeles next spring, explains that City Hall has denied them use of tents and generators and dispatched city crews to cut off their access to electricity. He has just spent the last two nights outdoors in a wind and rain-storm, huddling under tarps with a few hardy souls on a grass plaza in the downtown business district near the baseball stadium for the AAA Toledo Mud Hens. While we talk, a few people come by to help with consolidating supplies, folding tarps, stuffing blankets into a crib and kitchen work. A local pastor has also stopped by with words of support. Candice Milligan, a 30-year-old trans woman, says the living conditions make it “difficult for people who aren’t able-bodied.” She also admits that concrete support is not as forthcoming because much of the public does not know what Occupy Toledo is trying to accomplish. And they have to contend with a police force that is indifferent at best and a local media that is hostile at times.

Awareness of the occupation movement co-exists with despair. During dinner one evening at an Italian restaurant in Toledo, our waitress, Dawn, tells us she supports it because “the people need a voice, not just the corporations and politicians.” A few minutes earlier, she lit up in excitement when she found out we are from New York, but her face crumpled instantly, exclaiming quizzically, “But now you’re here!!”

It has been a common sentiment on the trip so far. Americans in this part of the country are beaten down after decades of economic decline. Their prospects are limited. Civic embarrassment is more prevalent than pride. They lament the end of the “American Dream,” the notion that hard work and sacrifice would be rewarded with a comfortable retirement and a better life for their children and grandchildren. But in the hundreds of occupations around the country they have found a space where they can speak of their struggles, burdens and aspirations. People listen and they hear similar stories, creating a genuine sense of community. They say it is giving them dignity. And perhaps most important, it is giving them hope.

For videos and regular updates from Aree Gupta’s tour of occupations visit occupynautoday.com.
TO REPRESS OR CO-OPT?
OWS Media Coverage Mirrors Splits Within the 1%

BY KEVIN YOUNG

Gandhi is often credited with saying, “First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, then you win.” In just the past month, it’s possible to discern the first three responses in the attitudes of U.S. elites toward the Occupy Wall Street movement. This should be a source of great encouragement to everyone involved.

THE RIGHT-WING RESPONSE

Many corporate elites and Republican leaders have skipped straight to the “fighting,” or at least “warning,” stage. In late September, one “clearly concerned” bank CEO telephoned New York Times reporter Andrew Ross Sorkin to ask, “Is this Occupy Wall Street thing a big deal?” A few weeks later, a London banker quoted in The Financial Times noted with alarm that the protesters “aren’t just about banks. They’re talking about the number of millionaires in the cabinet and all kinds of things.” In mid-October, a Wall Street money manager interviewed in The New York Times lashed out against Democratic politicians for failing to defend Wall Street vehemently enough, saying “They need to understand who their constituency is.”

If a few Democrats occasionally get confused, Republicans have no doubts about who “the troublemakers” are. House Majority Leader Eric Cantor has denounced the growing mobs occupying Wall Street.” Congressman Peter King was even more candid when speaking on a radio show on Oct. 7.

“It’s really important for us not to be giving any legitimacy to these people in the streets. … I’m taking this seriously in that I’m old enough to remember what happened in the 1960s when the left wing took to the streets and somehow the media glorified them and it ended up shaping policy. We can’t allow that to happen.

Such responses are one indicator of the movement’s power and mass appeal.

THE LIBERAL END OF THE CORPORATE MEDIA

Not all elites have the same way, however. The progression of New York Times coverage provides a different but no less impressive measure of the movement’s impact.

The first stage, “ignoring” stage lasted a little over a week, during which the Times printed just one short piece (buried on page 22) about the Wall Street occupation. “Laughing” came next. A Sept. 25 story in the newspaper by Ginia Bellafante, entitled “Gunning for Wall Street, with Faulty Aim,” reproduced all the imagery once used by elite commentators to try to discredit 1960s social movements, arguing that OWS protesters were “clamoring for nothing in particular” and portraying them as psychopathic deviants.

But Times coverage has become somewhat more honest in recent weeks. One Oct. 8 blog post by Al Baker quoted a black college professor who noted that “the movement was gaining in diversity” and who compared OWS to the U.S. anti-slavery movement. Most surprising was an Oct. 9 editorial that derided “the chattering classes” who “keep complaining that the marchers lack a clear message and specific policy prescriptions,” saying that “the message — and the solutions — should be obvious to anyone who has been paying attention.”

The editorial went on to condemn the country’s historic levels of inequality and noted that government “policy almost invariably reflects the views of upper-income Americans.”

Much press coverage continues to be dismissive and inaccurate. But there has been a substantial shift, and that shift is another testament to the movement’s growing power.

THEY CHANNEL YOU

Shifting Times coverage reflects a broader trend among the more liberal sectors of the U.S. elite. President Barack Obama has said publicly that OWS “expresses the frustration the American people feel,” and many congressional Democrats have made similar statements. As a number of commentators have observed, Obama has tried to “channel” OWS grievances. Doing so may be politically risky, however, given Democrats’ allegiance to and dependence on the banks and corporations now under attack. And many OWS participants are very wary of the institutional politics. Many organizers also cite the need to continue diversifying the movement’s demographics and to “confront the hierarchies within the 99 percent” while still maintaining movement unity. But despite the challenges, the range of elite reactions, combined with the enthusiastic public response, provide some measure of the movement’s effectiveness and are encouraging indicators of its potential.

Kevin Young is a member of the Organization for a Free Society, afreesociety.org, one of the groups helping to organize the OWS movement.
CULTURE

Chronicling NYC’s Open Public Spaces

Open to the Public?
Directed by Paper Tiger Television
Distributed by Paper Tiger Television, 2011

The legal reasoning that allows members of the Occupy Wall Street movement to lay claim to Liberty Park (or Liberty Plaza Park, as I would prefer to call it) is confusing enough to leave all but the most studied lawyers scratching their heads. In a deal with the city dating back to 1968, the park’s builders agreed to make the privately owned and managed plaza open to the public 24 hours a day, in exchange for a zoning variance that allowed them to construct a building higher than was normally allowed. In an ironic twist, the protesters have had a far easier time occupying a privately owned public space than they would have if they had tried to set up camp in a city-owned park that would be subject to the whims of Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s administration.

Had the OWS movement happened a few months earlier, it would have made a great case study for the activists, organizers and academics interviewed in the short documentary film Open to the Public? produced by the Paper Tiger Television media collective. The continuing encroachment of private interests on public spaces is thoroughly examined in the piece, which illuminates the tangled web of parties, desires and practices that define public space and our expectations about access to it. (I, for one, burn with quiet rage at the sight of the massive Fashion Week tents erected in Bryant Square in service to crass and empty commercialism at the expense of public access to the land.)

The breadth of Open to the Public? is impressive, and the film goes so far as to delve into the predominate psychogeography theory of the Prohibition Era that drove the design of some of New York City’s great parks. While the film makes note of Jane Jacobs and Robert Moses, Paper Tiger also spends time examining the less known urbanist William H. Whyte, the author of City: Rediscovering the Center, who drew inspiration from Jacobs, but had a clear paternalistic streak in his desire to rid parks of so-called “undesirables.”

By Whyte’s admittedly lacking oversight that the NYPD is subjected to, BIDs have also redesigned public spaces to limit the use of infrastructure by the homeless, for example, altering benches to prevent people from being able to lie down on them. The French novelist and journalist Anatole France once cynically noted, “The law, in its majestic equality, forbids all men to sleep under bridges — the rich as well as the poor.” But it doesn’t take a tremendous logical leap to understand that bench redesigns and vagrancy laws affect those least able to defend their right to public space.

Having fended off a de facto eviction once already, the OWS participants will likely be challenged again by police, who will either act with or without the blessing of park owner Brookfield Properties. But there is tremendous hope in the resilience the occupiers have shown, and as the group evolves, defines and redefines itself, so too will its relationship to Liberty Plaza Park. As Ethan Kent of the Project for Public Spaces says in the film, “Public spaces should never be static, should never be finished. They should be platforms on which communities continually recreate themselves and define themselves.”

—RAHUL CHADHA

Open to the Public? is available to purchase, rent or watch online at blog.papertiger.org. To schedule a screening of the film, contact Paper Tiger TV at info@papertiger.org.
PULP NON-FICTION BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF
ARMED MADHOUSE
& THE BEST DEMOCRACY MONEY CAN BUY

Greg Palast

“PALAST, DETECTIVE STYLE, PROVIDES... PIECES OF THE SECRET PUZZLE.”
— THE NEW YORKER

“...A WORK OF GENIUS.”
— ROBERT F. KENNEDY, JR.

VULTURES’ PICNIC
IN PURSUIT OF PETROLEUM, PIGS, POWER-PIRATES AND HIGH-FINANCE CARNIVORES

Watch the films from the video edition at www.vulturespicnic.org
**Keep It in the Park**

Art Exhibit Strains to Make a Point

“No Comment”
LOFT IN THE RED ZONE
JPMorgan Chase Building, 23 Wall Street
Oct. 9-10 Oct. 14-15

The most effective work showed a more subtle solidarity with the movement at large, seeking out the spiritual and personal territory amidst the oil fields and broken banks. Several works included landscapes in disarray; one memorable painting shows a hellish Bosnian orgy—a sort of right-wing fever-dream given strange life. Michael Greathouse’s digital collages reconfigure American money into Ruphomant-like evil oracles—the sinister dimensions of wealth, felt at some level by folks across the political spectrum. Abraham Lubelski’s 250,000 works on paper (1991-ongoing) was presented here as a mass of simple, harsh little abstractions, free for the taking, packed into a trash can—

cats and kids and pepper plants and handwritten notes (“where you feel safe, snuggle under quilts reading a book”) highlight why Occupy Wall Street has generated so much worldwide support: more than any one ideology or ideal, the protesters are struggling for the basics—a sustainable economy, a chance to live a decent life. After all, what happens when there aren’t enough jobs, when people can’t afford their homes, when there aren’t enough jobs, when people don’t have even the basic resources to make art or act up? No comment.

—Mike Newton

For updates on future “No Comment” exhibitions, visit no-commentartshow.com.

---

**Books for the 99%**

Occupiers’ Discount! Enter code OCCUPY and take 30% these titles!

- **Sherry Wolf**
  - History, Politics, and Theory of LGBT Liberation
  - Sexuality and Socialism
  - Solutions to Capitalist Ecological Crisis
  - Ecology and Socialism

- **Sharon Smith**
  - Women and Socialism

- **Ahmed Shawki**
  - Black Liberation and Socialism

- **Paul D’Amato**
  - The Meaning of Marxism
  - The Case for Socialism

- **Donny Gluckstein**
  - Subterranean Fire: A Revolution in Democracy

- **Lance Selfa**
  - A Critical History: Revolutionary Rehearsals

- **Chris Harman**
  - Global Crisis and the Relevance of Marx

- **Zombie Capitalism**
  - Workers’ Control from the Commune to the Present

- **Chris Williams**
  - Ours to Master and to Own

---

**NEW FROM AK PRESS**

AUTHORITY SOLIDARITY POSSIBILITY

*The Colin Ward Reader*

Six decades of revolutionary pragmatism from Britain’s most famous living anarchist.

ISBN: 978-1-939308-09-4 | 003. 376pp | $21.95

AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2011

Preorder now and get 25% off the cover price of $21.95.

www.akpress.org
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Ed. Chris Wilbert and Damien F. White
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Six decades of revolutionary pragmatism from Britain’s most famous living anarchist.

ISBN: 978-1-939308-09-4 | 003. 376pp | $21.95

AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2011

Preorder now and get 25% off the cover price of $21.95.

www.akpress.org
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**REVOLUTION BY THE BOOK**

AK PRESS PUBLISHING AND DISTRIBUTION • OAKLAND EDINBURGH BOSTON
community calendar

UPCOMING EVENTS

THU NOV 3 5–7pm • Free DISCUSSION: MALCOLM X IN FRANCE, 1964–1965: COLD WAR INTERNATIONALISM AND THE POLITICS OF BORDER CONTROL. Harvard Professor Meshi Temkin, a specialist in modern trans-Atlantic history, discusses the global context of Malcolm X’s politics through the lens of his visit to France. 70 Washington Square South, 10th Fl 212-998-3200 • library.nyu.edu/tamiment

FRI NOV 4 8am–5:10pm • Free SYMPOSIUM: JUSTICE IN TRANSITION: SERVING THE TRANSGENDER COMMUNITY IN LAW AND PRACTICE. NYU OJI Law invites you to participate in this all-day event that will explore the legal and social challenges facing transgender people, with a special focus on the intersections of transgender identity with race, class, disability and age. Greenberg Lounge, Vanderbilt Hall 40 Washington Square South nyulaw.module.com/justicietransition

4–6pm • Free DISCUSSION: WE ARE AMERICANS: RETHINKING THE ORIGINS OF BLACK POLITICS IN ANTEBELLUM AMERICA. Author and professor Van Gosse discusses his upcoming book examining the roots of modern black politics. 758 Schermerhorn Exit 120th St & Amsterdam Ave 212-954-7080 • iraas.com

1–2pm • Free TEACH-IN: NEITHER REFORM NOR REVOLUTION, A NEW STRATEGY FOR THE LEFT. Gary Alperovitz, the author of America Beyond Capitalism will discuss the emerging resistance movements against austerity and autocracy and how they can transform society. Zuccotti Park, Liberty St & Broadway nycga.net

SAT NOV 5 All Day • Free PROTEST: NATIONAL BANK TRANSFER DAY. This massive divestment campaign invites consumers to withdraw their money out of commercial banks and place it in non-profit credit unions. info@banktransferday.org facebook.com/NewFifth

10am • $15/$5 sliding scale w/ registration CONFERENCE: GREATER NEW YORK MARXISM CONFERENCE. Sponsored by the International Socialist Organization, this two-day event feature lectures on economics, racism, feminism and Marxism. Columbia University, Hamilton Hall 116th St & Broadway 646-452-8662 • NYISocialist.org

12–4 pm • Free CONFERENCE: PEOPLE’S ASSEMBLY, COUNTER-G20 CONFERENCE. While the G-20 summit in France develops new ways to shore up a failing economic system, this counter-summit sponsored by the Bail-out the People Movement will examine the struggle for social and economic justice from local, national and international perspectives. Discussion will also focus on supporting the Occupy Wall Street movement and fighting police brutality. Hostos Community College, Savoy Manor E 144th St & Walton Ave, Bronx 212-633-6464 • bailoutthepeople.org

8pm • $25/$15 students and seniors w/ pre-purchase CONCERT: NEW YORK CITY LABOR CHORUS 20TH ANNIVERSARY. Back from Cuba, the New York City Labor Chorus celebrates 20 years as a fountain of creative working-class consciousness. Town Hall, 123 W 43rd St 212-929-3232 • nylic.org

MON NOV 7 5:30–7:30pm • Free PROTEST: HENRY KISSINGER. Come protest Henry Kissinger’s war crimes and human rights violations outside of an event sponsored by The New York Historical Society to honor Kissinger. Organized by War Criminals Watch and the East Timor and Indonesia Action Network. The Waldorf Astoria, 301 Park Ave 866-973-4463 • etan.org

WED NOV 9 6:30–9pm • Free w/ RSVP TRAINING: KNOW YOUR RIGHTS. Practical information and training on your rights when dealing with the police and how to exercise them safely. 105 E 2nd St, Room 4A info@peoplejustice.org • peoplesjustice.org

3–7pm • Free w/ RSVP READING: WALKING WITH THE COMRADES. Arundhati Roy reads from her new book, a story of Maoist guerillas in India fighting corporations and the government. Proshansky Auditorium CUNY Graduate Center, 365 Fifth Ave gc.cuny.edu

FRI NOV 11 7–10pm • $8 READING: “DRINKING AND DRIVING IN URMQU.” In this new essay, Andrew Demetre recounts a night on the town with Uighur minority members of the PLA (Peoples Liberation Army) and the CPC (Communist Party of China). Nuyorican Poets Cafe, 236 E 3rd St 212-780-9386 • nuyorican.org

SAT NOV 12 4–7pm • $10/$5 FUNDRAISER: SAVE ETHNIC STUDIES. Join Save Ethnic Studies for a screening of Pre-cious Knowledge, a documentary chronicling the efforts of students and teachers in Tucson High School’s Mexican-American Studies Program to keep ethnic studies legal in Arizona. Question and answer session to follow. Schomburg Center, 151 Malcolm X Blvd saveethnicsciences@gmail.com • schomburgcenter.org

SUN NOV 13 5pm • Free DISCUSSION: ROBERT SCHEER AND MR. FISH. Editorial cartoonist Mr. Fish and Truthdig editor Robert Scheer discuss their work and the contemporary state of world politics. Revolution Books, 148 W 26th St 212-691-3345 • revolutionbooksnyc.org

MON NOV 14 6:30pm • Free LECTURE: POWER OF PERFORMANCE, THEATER IN WAR ZONES. Combining footage of Bond Street Theater’s work in war zones around the world, this discussion focuses on the use of performing arts, especially theater-based projects, as a tool for education, healing and humanitarian outreach. The New School, Wulfen Hall Eugene Lang Building, 65 W 11th St newschool.edu/rcds

NOV 25 6pm • $35 SCREENING: OPENING NIGHT AFRICAN DIASPORA INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL. The opening night of this two-week festival features two films by director Menelik Shabazz. Discussion and catered food to follow. 212-884-1765 • nyadiff.org
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